Columbia Employees

Double the data.
Same low price.
Now get twice the 4G LTE data for your family.

T-Mobile® knows families are using more data. So we've upped the high-speed 4G LTE data up to 2 GB on our Simple Choice® plan. Now everyone in your family can browse, stream, and post with no overages and no sharing!

Unlimited talk, text, and up to 2 GB of 4G LTE

**ONE LINE**
$50...

**TWO LINES**
$80...

**THREE LINES**
$90...

**FOUR LINES**
$100...

Get more
4G LTE data.

Up to 6 GB
for $10 more per month per line.

Up to 10 GB
for $30 more per month per line.

Unlimited
for $45 more per month per line (includes 10 GB of mobile hotspot data)

Additional lines are $10 per month per line up to 10 lines.

Data Stash® rolls up to 20 GB of 4G LTE data into the next month with a 6 GB or higher plan—at no extra charge! PLUS get up to 10 GB 4G LTE data FREE to start.

Double your data without sharing, with T-Mobile

Call 1-866-464-8662 and use promo code 12713TMOFAV

Questions? Contact David Holdwright at David.Holdwright@T-Mobile.com or call him at (973) 960-4499
INTRODUCING
BINGE ON™
Video now streams FREE
without using your data, only from T-Mobile.

With Binge On™ and a qualifying rate plan, watch unlimited video without hitting your data bucket. Services include:

- Crackle
- DirecTV
- Encore
- ESPN
- Fox Sports
- Fox Sports GO
- Go90
- HBO GO
- HBO NOW
- Hulu
- Major League Baseball
- Movieplex
- NBC Sports
- Netflix
- Showtime
- Sling Box
- Sling TV
- Starz
- T-Mobile TV
- Univision Deportes
- Ustream
- Vessel
- Vevo
- VUDU

Want to see your favorite video streaming service added to Binge On?

We want all of your favorite video streaming services to be included as a part of Binge On. If your go-to video streaming service isn’t part of the program yet, tweet us your favorite service @TMobile, along with the hashtag #BingeOn. If they meet our requirements, we’ll investigate the feasibility of adding them. No one pays to join and no money is exchanged.

Call Advantage Direct Now! 1-866-464-8662 12713TMOFAV